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About This Game

20 years after the original game’s launch, Conrad is enlisted back to active service for the triumphant return of one of the
most acclaimed franchises in gaming history.

It’s not a reboot. It’s Flashback re-imagined. The original Core-Team revamped their own creation, leveraging the best of
today’s technology while remaining true to the classic side-scroller that set the standards of the genre in the 90’s.

Key Features

One of the best adventure-action games ever created re-imagined by its creators. It’s the same team. It’s the same passion.
Only this time, they have had much more firepower at their disposal to recreate the legendary classic!

Gorgeous graphics, amazing animations. It’s the Flashback you’ve always dreamed of. True to the original spirit but made a
million times better by using modern engines such as Unreal and Havok. The makeover is completely stunning.

It’s all about Gameplay. The team modernized gameplay mechanics, making the game more reactive, offering new features,
like gadgets and an experience progression system. But the developers kept the original formula in mind: a fine balance between

rolling and shooting, exploring remote space stations and obliterating hostile alien planets.
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Bringing back new memories. The story was revamped to speak to 21st century gamers. Most of the cast of the original game
is still here – Conrad, the Morphs – but you can expect new characters and a few twists you’re definitely not going to forget…

this time.

Please note that as of November 2017, the online features for this game are no longer supported. The Multiplayer mode / Co-op
mode will no longer be accessible.
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Title: Flashback
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP SP3 / Windows® Vista SP2 / Windows® 7 SP1

Processor: Core 2 Duo E4400 2.0GHz or Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 4200+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX® 9 / Radeon HD 2600XT or GeForce 7600 GS

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0-compliant sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Russian
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Silo 2 is a great program if you have more than a beginner level of understanding when it comes to modeling. I've only used it
for a few things but from what I can see the program has a lot of good tools and simple UV unwrapping. When it comes down to
it and you are looking for a cheap lightweight modeling program, this is something you may want to consider. I would say that
Silo is more for advanced users, the documentation is kind of lacking and there haven't been any updates to it for quite some
time. The sculpting part of it is a little weird, I would not recommend this if you're wanting to sculpt something. I would look
into tools that contain dedicated systems for this such as ZBrush, Mudbox, or the most common free tool, Blender. All in all,
this is a great piece of software if you're willing to learn most of Silo through trial and error.. Is this a leak of black ops 4?. I am
unable to recommend this game. I purchased it, played a few hours and then refunded. It is extremely laggy, the click
functionality is extremely slow and you often have to click again and again. The entire new design of the game just didnt work
for me and I love all the Game House stories. Such a pity because I was so excited to play.. it's in it's early stages but the dev(s)
are really into and actually notice feedback, wish more devs could be like this, have seen some big improvements every time an
update hits, still late alpha if anything but it has the potential to really be a big hit if things go right.. This game is why I love
early access games. You get to see the transfomation of a great idea into an awsome game.

Pros:
-Amazing graphics for an indie game
-Loads of fun making and tailoring your own buildings.
-Falling through the world into an unknown wonderland.
-Scale of the world.

Cons:
-Handful of buggs here and there.
-Jumping up on different blocks can be a little stressful at time.

I'm really looking forward to see how this game evolves and develops.
Definitely worth picking up and trying out for yourself.
. Very...interesting game. I'll just go into some of the things I liked and disliked about it!

 PROS\t
- I really enjoyed the overall story for what it was. I wish they would have fleshed out the backstory and characters
some more, but it's a well written story that's easy to understand. While it's very short, they definitely set up the
groundwork for future games.

- Great graphics. You'll visit a small variety of locations during the game, each being gorgeous to look at it and unique
from each other.

- I really digged the designs of the robots. Voice acting is also pretty good. It's hard to judge this though because all of
the characters are robots that are supposed to show very little to no emotion at all. But they did a good job making
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every robot feel somewhat different with certain characteristics about them to set them apart from each other.

- Funny and cool easter eggs to other popular games :)

  CONS
- Alright this is tough because I don't wanna bash an ambitious game like this too hard from a first time developer, but
there are some issues I feel some people should be aware of:

- VERY SHORT. I was able to get 100% completion on my first playthrough in just 3-4 hours (the reason my playtime
is higher is because I had the game running while doing other things)

- Controls can be really f\u2764\u2764\u2764ing annoying. I'll be running somewhere and let go of the sprint key, and
my character keeps running in the same direction I was facing for a few seconds even when I'm trying to move
somewhere else. This is especially annoying in certain parts where it can mean your character dying because of it

- There was an entire section of the game that was so strange to control. Slight spoiler but  you're driving a car through
the woods and have to dodge trees while outrunning a turret chasing you. The camera kept adjusting by itself and
throwing me off so I would just crash into random trees

- Some of the "puzzles" are kinda cool. Others felt like they were designed just for the sake of being annoying.
Remember the pipe hacking minigame from BioShock? Annoying at times but you can kinda learn to get the hang of it
right? Well...imagine that but 100x worse. This "puzzle" was insane. Took me a good 20 minutes to complete while
slowly losing my sanity.

- Not sure why but for some reason when I would accidentally hit the F key my game would either freeze or crash?

 FINAL THOUGHTS
This is a very interesting game. Despite the issues I talked about, there's a lot to enjoy here. Would I recommend
buying it for full price? Probably not but it's up to you. If you're okay with spending $15 for a decent 3-4 hour game
with some flaws and a story that's not entirely finished yet, go for it. Personally I don't regret playing it.. As good now
as it was in 1996.. **Update:** It's been a few months and while I don't use this often, I haven't had any issues
whatsoever unlike many others seem to be experiencing. Sure, there's a bit of a learning curve to understand how
everything works but I pretty much had it figured out without any reference material within an hour. I like having my
webcam & vive cam active while I'm working with 2-4 other windows up (just because) and it's never crashed on me
even with a lot of resource intensive processes running.

If the devs are still working on this, one thing I would love is a choice of environments like Bigscreen and the new
Steam VR home environment. And I have had some minor issues finding the right resolution to ensure readable text
but I think some of these people just haven't bothered tweaking settings outside of Dreamdesk to get things working to
their liking.

***Original comments***
I'm giving this a thumbs up solely for the fact that its the first semi-usable desktop client I've been able to find for my
GS63VR. Bigscreen is my goto for desktop usage but for mobility purposes I opted for a laptop and have been looking
for some way to browse the internet mid-VR sessions without having to take off my Vive. It's absolutely not worth $40
in it's current state but I will come back to it from time to time with the hope that the devs don't just get lazy and
abandon it; Because while it's not particularly great or even very good yet, the potential is there and even some minor
tweaks would make this a viable option for laptop VR usage.. \u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2611 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert
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\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2611 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
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cute little game with funny atmosphere which is also interresting for adults. Must have character. Initially I was skeptical to play
because of the first review I read (it had talked about there being this bug), but after watching the video and seeing the patch
update, I realized that the other reviewer just did that for youtube views haha- anyway the game itself is alright. Surprisingly the
style and the mechanics of the game were on point- I love the color palette but I think the character design is a litle weak. Either
way, I recommend this game for anyone! The puzzles and the thinking that goes into it is a little challenging but worth it. i'd
definitely give it a try!. I see huge potential. Don't waste it!. A cheap game with simple graphics and enjoyable sundtrack,
featuring the happiest man who ever lived.
You need patience and some practice to gain all the achievements.
I hope it will get updated with new game modes in the future.. Qix with fish. This is an excellent start, there's not really anything
else like it. The terracotta soldiers were impressive. I can imagine with more exhibits this would be like 'Night at the Museum'.
Well worth the download.. Ubisoft:Oh,hey,players like this game,so we shouldn't let them happy,so delete the plan of EndWar2
and give them a♥♥♥♥♥♥name EndWar Online.
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